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INTRODUCTION
The back toss (BT), a skill frequently performed by gymnasts on the parallel bars,
involves a release-regrasp swing type of motion from one handstand to another.
Mastering the skill, a task requiring considerable amount of practice, is beneficial not
only for points awarded to gymnasts by the judges for the BT itself, but also for its
contribution towards the perfect execution of other parallel bars skills including the
most current dismounts. It would be beneficial for gymnasts and coaches to recognize
the variables for which judges are looking, as well as technique differences between
skillfully and pooqly executed BTs. The purpose of this study was, therefore, to: 1)
identify the skill variables best correlating with the scores given to the BTs by
qualifying judges, and 2) to identify the differences in technique between the most and
least skillful BTs.
METHODS
Seventeen BTs, recorded during the 1990 United States Gymnastics Federation
Championships with a NAC 400 HSV camera operating at 200 Hz, were analyzed
utilizing the Ariel Performance Analysis System (APAS). Two dimensional position
data of 4 (for BTs without knee. or elbow joint flexion) to 6 (BTs with elbow and/or
knee joint flexion) body points were digitally smoothed with a cut-off frequency of 6
Hz before being submitted to further analysis. Dempster' s (1955) data as presented by
Plagenhoef (1971) was utilized to predict the segmental and total body anthropometric
parameters necessary to solve the mechanical equations. The analyzed BTs were rated
by two internationally qualified judges on a scale from 1 (worst) to 10 @st). To
determine the best predictors of a good score, product moment correlations between
kinematic variables and the average judges' scores were computed. To examine the
differences between kinematic variables of the best (n=8; average score: 8.125) and
worst (n=9; average score: 4.444) BTs, paired t tests were used.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 presents the correlations between computed kinematic variables and the
average judges' scores. According to the data and in order of importance, the best
predictors of a good BT are: 1) the shoulder joint angle at the time gymnasts re-grasp
the bar; 2) the total time that the gymnasts are airborne; 3) the horizontal velocity of
the center of mass (CM) at push off; 4) the hip joint angle at push off; 5) the CM
maximum height above bars (absolute and normalized); 6) the time from the smallest
hip joint angle to zero degrees of shoulder joint angle (that is, until gymnasts pass
through a support position); and 7) the smallest hip joint flexion angle.

Table 1 (N=17): Correlations Between Mechanical Variables and Judges' Scores
Variable

Mean

SD

r

P

MAXY (m)
MAXYPER (96)
SJARL (degrees)
THETARL (degrees)
THETARG (degrees)
TTAIR (seconds)
TOSJARL (sec)
TSHJAOSJA (sec)
HJARL (degrees)
I-IJARG (degrees)
SMHJA (degrees)
EIJROM (degrees)
LIIJA (degrees)
SJARG (degrees)
YVELRL (rnlsec)
YVELRG (mlsec)
XVELRL (mlsec)
MAXY:
MAXYPER:
SJARL:
TIIETARL:
TIETARG:
TTAIR:
TOSJARL:
TSI-ITAOSJA:
I-IJARL:
EIJARG:
SMEITA:
EITROM:
LHJA:
SJARG:
YVELRL:
YVELRG:
XVELRL:

Center of mass (CM) maximum height above bars.
CM maximum height above bars as per cent of height.
Shoulder joint angle at push off.
Angle of wrist to CM line (from bars) at push off.
Angle of wrist to CM line (from bars) at re-grasp.
Time the gymnast is airborn.
Time from zero degrees of shoulder joint angle to push off.
Time from smallest hip joint angle to zero degrees at shoulder joint.
Efip joint angle at push off.
Hip joint angle at re-grasp.
Smallest hip joint angle.
Hip joint range of motion.
Largest hip joint angle.
Shoulder joint angle at re-grasp.
CM vertical velocity at release.
CM vertical velocity ar re-grasp.
CM horizontal velocity at release.

Table 2 presents the t-test scores between computed kinematic variables of the
groups of BTs receiving the highest (mean score = 8.125) and lowest (mean score =
4.444) scores. According to the data, the hip joint angle at push off (hip joint
hyperextension) is the most most significant difference between high and low scored
BTs. Additional significant or substantial factors differentiating high and low scored
BTs are: 1) the shoulder joint angle at the time gymnasts re-grasp the bar (should be
more than 180 degrees): 2) the time from the smallest hip joint angle to zero degrees of
sl~oulderjoint angle (gymnasts should begin hip joint piking early on in the downward
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swing); 3) the horizontal velocity of the CM at push off (gymnasts should move in a
forward direction at push off instead of moving backwards); 4) the time from zero
degrees of shoulder joint angle to the instant of push off (gymnasts should wait as
much as possible before they push off); 5) the shoulder joint angle at push off
(gymnasts should hyperextend); and 6) the hip joint range of motion (should be of
considerable magnitude).
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Table 2 Comparison Between Mechanical Variables (M and SD) of High (N=8) and
Low (N=9) Scored Back Tosses.

I

Variable

High Score

Low Score

t

P

MAXY (m)
MAXYF'ER (96)
SJARL (degrees) +
THETARL (degrees)
THETARG (degrees)
TTAIR (sec)
TOSJARL (sec) .
TSHJAOSJA (sec)
HJARL (degrees)
HJARG (degrees)
SMHJA (degrees)
HJROM (degrees)
LHJA (degrees)
SJARG (degrees)
W E L R L (mlsec)
WELRG (dsec)
XVELRL ( d s e c ) *

I

+ Shoulder joint hyperextension
* - Indicates velocity opposite to the direction of motion
CONCLUSION
The results indicate that the best predictor of a good BT is the shoulder joint angle at
the time gymnasts re-grasp the bar. Additionally, the total time the gymnasts are
airborne, the horizontal velocity of the CM at push off, the hip joint angle at push off,
the CM maximum height above bars, the time from the smallest hip joint angle to zero
degrees of shoulder joint angle, and the smallest hip joint angle are also good
predictors of a good BT. The hip joint angje at push off, the shoulder joint angle at
the time gymnasts re-grasp the bar, the time from the smallest hip joint angle to zero
degrees of shoulder joint angle, and the horizontal velocity of the CM at push off are
the most significant factors differentiating high and low scored BTs. Additional
discriminating factors differentiating the best and worst BTs are the time from zero
degrees of shoulder joint angle to push off, the shoulder joint hyperextension at push
off and the hip joint range of motion.
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